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Leibniz’s notion of possibility is one of his most significant contributions to philosophy as well as one of the cornerstones of his metaphysics. This work attempts to bring out the intrinsic subtlety of Leibniz’s approach to possibility and to explore some of its important repercussions in his metaphysics. This project involves an examination of some of the most difficult questions in Leibniz’s metaphysics from this vantage point. The book consists of three parts, the first focusing on Leibniz’s notion of possibility, the second on his notion of agency, and the third on his notion of individuality. Leibniz’s preoccupation with the notions of possibility, agency and individuality is evident in his early writings as well as in his later ones. His combinatorial insights regarding the notion of possibility as a model for creating the world, his commitment to the traditional doctrine that activity constitutes being, and his view that individuals are the only true beings are among the formative and persisting tenets of his metaphysics. This work explores these tenets in some detail and seeks to highlight the connections between them.

The first part of the book presents Leibniz’s approach to possibility by exposing his early presuppositions about the status and nature of possibilities (chapter 1); his notion of possible individuals (chapter 2); and his notion of possible worlds as constituted by the relations among possible individuals (chapters 3 and 4). The second part discusses the transition from possibility to actuality through the notion of agency. In chapter 5, I take up the question of actualization and divine agency. In chapter 6, I discuss the notions of moral agency and freedom of action in the human context. In chapter 7, I discuss the relation between agency and necessity in comparison to Spinoza who denies possibilities altogether. The third part discusses Leibniz’s notion of nested, organic individuals in distinction from his notion of aggregates. In chapter 8, I discuss Leibniz’s notion of aggregates and how their unity differs from that of genuine individuals. In chapter 9, I examine Leibniz’s notion of nested individuals and their organic unity. In the final chapter I attempt to highlight the way in which Leibniz’s notion of possible individuals helps clarifying the unity and simplicity of actual, nested individuals.
In drawing attention to the connections between possible individuals and actual ones through the notion of agency, I attempt to highlight a thread that runs through Leibniz’s metaphysics—one which Leibniz himself for the most part presupposes but does not state. I present this thread—by no means the only thread that runs through Leibniz’s metaphysics—by developing his definition of possible individuals and exploring some of the roles it plays in his metaphysics. I suggest that Leibniz defined a possible individual through a combinatorial rule that generates a unique and maximally consistent structure of predicates in God’s understanding. Such a rule may be viewed as a program for action. I use this definition to clarify Leibniz’s notion of actualization as endowing such a program with primitive force or power of action; his notion of moral agency and moral necessity by reflecting on the relation between the individual’s concept and the agent realizing it; his distinction between individual substances and aggregates, and his notion of organic individuals, which have a nested structure to infinity. I conclude by arguing that Leibniz’s definition of a possible individual as a program of action helps clarifying the type of unity he ascribes to a unique structure of nested individuals.

My choice of texts reflects the central role Leibniz’s approach to possibility plays in his metaphysics. I present Leibniz’s early presuppositions about possibility by focusing on his early texts and, in discussing other topics, I focus on texts in which Leibniz’s views are either formative or very clearly expressed. While my main concern in this book is not a detailed and linear story of Leibniz’s development, generally speaking, the book does progress (with some important exceptions) from his early to his later writings. The story of Leibniz’s metaphysics I present here is not meant to be comprehensive. Rather, it starts with his suppositions about possibility and continues to examine central themes which are either interestingly related to it or which are intrinsically difficult and whose consideration against the context of his theory of possibility may contribute to our understanding of them (such as freedom and contingency, striving possibilities, unity of nested individuals). Some of chapters are also internally related (e.g., chapters 6 and 7, as well as 8 and 9) so that my discussion of the one motivates my discussion of the other. At the same time, the main conviction that informs the structure of this work is that there are intrinsic and interesting connections between Leibniz’s logical theory of possible individuals and his theory of actual, organic ones.

In some more detail, the contents of each chapter are as follows. Chapter 1 presents the context in which Leibniz develops his approach to possibility. Leibniz’s approach to the status of possibilities is situated
within the Platonic tradition in Christian philosophy. The Christian tradition reconciles the Platonic realm of eternal and immutable essences with its view of God as an active creator. It places the realm of ideal essences in the mind of God and sees these as exemplars of an ideal model for creation. Christian philosophy commonly viewed the formal model for the creation as thoughts in the creator’s mind. Leibniz’s view of possibility can be seen as a modification of this traditional model: he sees the individual exemplars not as some kind of entities but rather as logical possibilities, that is, as consistent thoughts in God’s understanding that he may or may not realize.

Given this context, I examine how God's thinking (his mental activity) produces such possibilities. I argue that Leibniz understood this question in combinatorial terms. His insight is that the combinatorial nature of thinking produces possibilities as mental composition of simple constituents produces complex concepts. According to this view, God produces possible things by thinking the combinations among his simple forms, which Leibniz identifies with God’s simple attributes. God’s successive and reiterative combinatorial operations yield more complex forms, which are successively and indefinitely recombined, to yield diverse and infinite structures of predicates. God’s combinatorial activity thus generates complex structures of predicates and each consistent structure of forms is deemed possible. On the basis of Leibniz’s presuppositions about possibility, I examine his views of predication, truth, and his projects to construct a universal language and a real characteristics.

In chapter 2, I attempt to clarify how individual concepts or possible individuals are formed in the context of God’s combinatorial activity. I suggest that Leibniz identified the concept of an individual with the combinatorial rule that generates a unique and maximally consistent structure of predicates in God's understanding. I term this rule the “production rule of the individual”—the method of producing a complex and unique structure of predicates by combining simple forms in God’s understanding. The production rule unifies many predicates into one whole and constitutes the logical subject of an individual. While the production rule constitutes the individual’s subject, the forms that make it up constitute its predicates. Such a rule corresponds to one of God’s “modes” of intelligible activity. All the modes of God’s activity that produce unique and consistent structures of predicates correspond to basic concepts of individuals. Since all concepts of individuals derive from God’s simple forms and his combinatorial operations, they reflect God’s essence and constitute the exemplars that are candidates for actualization. God’s mental activity consists in reiterative reflection on the relations among its forms; it is neither temporal nor causal and no real production takes place—only mental composition in God's understanding.
Within this picture of possibility and the formation of individual concepts, I examine in chapter 3 how possible worlds are formed as compossible sets of individual concepts. This task involves Leibniz’s view of relations. However, there seems to be a severe tension between Leibniz’s commitments to a metaphysics of individuals and his use of relations among possible individuals as constitutive of a possible world. On the one hand, Leibniz’s notion of compossibility among possible individuals presupposes relations between them. On the other hand, Leibniz believes that only individuals exist and that each individual has a concept so complete that all the truths about an individual, even such a truth as being compatible with other individuals, can be derived from the concept of that individual. I approach this tension by presenting it in the context of possibilities. In the context of possibilities in God’s mind, relations have a natural place: relations among possible individuals arise as God considers several individuals at the same time. This view does not imply that relations exist or that they are properties of God. Rather, following Mugnai, I suggest that, for Leibniz, the ontological status of relations is not that of entities but of mental/logical co-considerations of various relata in the same thought or, as I prefer to call it, in the same logical space. Thus possibilities and relations have similar ontological status.

I note that Leibniz’s view of relations formulated in his correspondence with Arnauld reveals an additional tension: while relations are required for the notion of possible worlds, such relations are also required to complete the individuation of concepts of individuals. I note that Leibniz’s use of relations seems to conflict with his nominalism and his denial of the reality of relations. The resolution of this conflict, however, leads to a severe problem of circularity: on the one hand, Leibniz believes that interindividual relations presuppose individuals, but, on the other hand, he uses such relations for the very individuation of individuals. I seek to resolve this circularity by using the notion of the “logical space of possibilities” and the individual’s place within it. The individual’s place within logical space is both constitutive of its concept and a relational notion. Due to Leibniz’s view of relations, the concepts of individuals and the logical space turn out to be mutually constitutive notions, which points to a way out of the circularity.

Chapter 4 develops the suggestion that complete possible individuals and possible worlds are mutually constitutive by responding to an objection Catherine Wilson raises, namely, that worlds logically precede individuals. Wilson argues that the notion of a world conceptually precedes that of an individual substance. Instead of a world produced by
conjoining individuals, Wilson suggests that individuals are produced by breaking down an already complete world. My response to this argument leads to the conclusion that we can avoid the question of whether individuals precede worlds or vice versa since we can take the position, which I favor, that these notions are mutually constitutive. I suggest that possible worlds are formed at the moment that the relations between incomplete concepts of individuals are considered. It is only at this moment that the complete concepts of individuals, as well as of worlds, are formed in God’s mind. In the second part of the chapter, I extend my reconstruction of Leibniz’s position to the role that relations play in individuation. In light of the distinction between complete and incomplete concepts, I consider two recent approaches (those of Cover and O’Leary-Hawthorne (1999) and Mugnai (2001) to the role of relations in individuation. According to Cover and O’Leary-Hawthorne, relations play no metaphysical role in individuation; according to Mugnai, they play an essential role. I argue that Leibniz’s mature view of individuation is a reconciliation of these positions.

Chapter 5 takes up the question of actualization. I consider the actualization of a possible world in terms of the actualization of possible individuals. As I argued in chapter 2, a possible individual is partly defined by the rule of activity that produces a unique structure of predicates in God’s mind. The production rule thus defines the essence of an individual and constitutes its logical subject. Such a notion of a possible individual may be seen as a unique program of action, that is, a course of action that God conceives in his mind. A Leibnizian actual individual, however, acts on its own – it is a spontaneous agent. To become an active agent, a possible individual needs power of action. I suggest, therefore, that actualization involves endowing a rule of action with primitive power of action. A program for action and power of action yield an active agent who has a unique course of action. Upon creation, the agent’s activity, implemented according to its rule, produces the sequence of predicates prescribed by the production rule.

The agent’s production rule thus regulates its development and unifies its various states from within. The agent’s activity, according to its production rule, renders it a self-sufficient individual substance. Whereas the intelligible activity in God’s mind is atemporal and immutable, the activity of actual individuals involves change. The intelligible activity in God’s mind produces possible individuals, while the activity of created minds realizes (some of) these possibilities in the world. Thus the transition from possible individuals to actual ones can be understood against the background of the Platonic contrast between the realm of Being and that of becoming.